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ABSTRACT

Computer-Aided Language Learning (CALL) should play an important role
in the modern training process because it provides easy accessible, adaptive
and flexible ways of learning. This paper addresses the scenario of tutor-
learner question answering and attempts to automate the free answers
evaluation using the advantages of Natural Language Processing (NLP). Our
current approach integrates shallow parsing for analysing the answers and
allows the learners to enter various utterances to express themselves.
However this variety does not impede the assessment of the student’s answer
as we check the utterances against the automatically generated scope of the
correct answers. The usage of a “set of answers” instead of one predefined
correct answer enables feedback elaboration that helps learners to understand
better their knowledge gaps. Briefly, in this paper we show how the
combination of shallow and deep semantic NLP techniques can improve the
effectiveness of eLearning systems which support communication in free
natural language and can make them more satisfactory and pleasant for their
users.
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TEXT PROCESSOR

• GATE: lexical analysis and POS tagging
• Parser: left-recursive, top-down depth-first parser (SICSTUS Prolog)

The parser translates lessons’s sentences into logical forms (LFs).
• all words are represented as predicates 
• thematic roles are represented by predicate symbol “theta” and three
arguments

Sentence:
The principal function of the primary market is to raise financial capital.

Logical form:
logical_form(is(_187,'VBZ')&theta(_187,agnt,_688)&function(_688,'NN')&
theta(_688,char,_833)&principal(_833,'JJ')&theta(_688,poss,_1084)&
market(_1084,'NN')&theta(_1084,char,_1217)&primary(_1217,'JJ')&
theta(_187,to,_1720)&raise(_1720,'VB')&theta(_1720,obj,_1878)&
capital(_1878,'NN')&theta(_1878,char,_2003)&financial(_2003,'JJ').



TEXT PROCESSOR

The parser:
• uses grammar rules and rules for translation into LFs;
• is tailored to the financial discourse i.e. it recognises important domain

concepts and verbs;
• permits incomplete and syntactically incorrect user’s answer;

A knowledge engineer checks and corrects the LFs if necessary, in order to
receive one to one correspondences between the lesson sentences and the
generated LFs.

Notes:
LFs are suitable representation of the domain knowledge.
LFs of sentences are necessary for performing effective inference.



TEXT PROCESSOR

A ped al expert provides both the lessons and the questions relevant to
them.
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 The text processor translates the questions into LFs.

ple

the function of primary market?

ion: 
hat is 
nction(X) & be(Y) & theta(Y, ptnt, X) &
eta( Y, obj, Z) & univ(Z) & primary_market(A) &
eta ( A, poss, X)

hat univ(Z)



SCOPE GENERATOR

Problem: question ⇒ answer in NL (many correct answers so language
expression varies considerably)
Solution: Usage of a “set of answers” instead of one predefined correct
answer:

• minimum (kernel) set i.e. the least generalisation under implication of all
correct answers 

• maximum (cover) set i.e. the greatest specialisation under implication of all
correct answers 

An algorithm uses the set of LFs produced from the lessons, the LF of question
and some domain knowledge to constructs the sets. 
The algorithm applies Inductive Logic Programming techniques. 



EXAMPLE

Lesson:

...
Financial markets are the heart of the financial system.
They can be divided into different segments according to
the characteristics of the financial instruments traded
and the needs of the different participants. Primary
markets trade newly issued loans and securities. The
function of the primary market is to raise capital to
supports new investments. 
The capital market finances long-term investment by
businesses, governments and households. The construction
of factories, highways, schools and homes relies mainly on
the trading of funds on the capital market. 
...



EXAMPLE

Question: 

What is primary market?

Lesson’s statements related to the question:

1) Primary markets trade newly issued loans and securities.
2) The function of primary market is to raise capital to supports new

investments. 

Maximum
correct (cover)



EXAMPLE

Primary market trades newly issued loans and securities.

Minimum
correct (kernel)



ANSWERING MODULE

• Analysis of the learner's answer
Text processor converts learner’s utterance into LFs. The usage of shallow
parser permits users to use incomplete and syntactically incorrect sentences in
their utterances.

• Check of learner's answer correctness
The module compares the logical form of the learners’ utterance to the logical
forms of the expected minimum and maximum answers.

• Feedback retrieval
Attempts to perform semantic analysis of errors when they are caused by:

• Correct question understanding but absent knowledge of the correct term
(implies paraphrases and generalisation);
• Correct question understanding but absent domain knowledge (implies
specialisations as well as partially correct, incomplete and wrong
answers).  
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Logical model of user’s answer
Minimum correct (kernel) - MCK
Maximum correct (cover) - MCC

• correct - 1
• wrong

• 5: completely wrong
• 6: contains true and wrong statements (missing
statements from MCK)

• incomplete (contains no wrong statements)
• 2: contains parts of MCK, missing MCC
• 7: contains parts of MCK and MCC
• 8: missing MCK, contains parts of MCC

•  more specific
•  2: contains concepts that are specialisation of the
expected ones

• paraphrase (usage of concept definition instead of
the proper term) – 7, 8
• partially correct (contains true and wrong
statements)

• 3: contains MCK and wrong statements
• 4: contains parts of MCK and MCC but also
wrong statements

•  more general
• 3: contains MCK and concepts that are
generalizations of the expected ones

ANSWERING MODULE



ANSWERS AND FEEDBACK

(A1) Primary market trades newly issued loans and securities. 
Primary market supports new investments.

(F1) correct

(A2) Primary market is an organisation in which total worth is divided into
commercial papers.

(F2) wrong
Wrong: organisation in which total worth is divided into commercial papers



ANSWERS AND FEEDBACK

(A3) Primary market trades financial instruments.

(F3) partially correct, more genral 
Missing: newly issued
Generalisation: financial instruments are generalisation of loans and
securities
(see slide N.10 where the extract of the hierarchy of terms is shown)

(A4) The principal function of the primary market is to raise financial capital
to support new investment in buildings, equipment and inventories.

(F4) partially correct
Missing: Primary market trades newly issued loans and securities.
Wrong:  buildings, equipment and inventories



KNOWLEDGE RESOURCES

• Pedagogical resources: provided by the tutor

• Domain knowledge: 

• hierarchy of all important domain concepts;
• synonym sets for the concepts and for some of the domain related verbs;
• knowledge base with assertions and definitions of domain relevant terms
as well as definitions of relations. 

Note: We reuse the domain knowledge, which was developed in the project
LARFLAST. The assertions and definitions of domain relevant terms were
presented as Conceptual Graphs (CGs) so we have automatically converted the
CGs into LFs.

 



EVALUATION

An implemented a NLP module that performs deep semantic analysis in
LARFLAST project was restrictive to users as it forces them to answer with
complete and syntactically correct sentences. So we tried to reduce these
limitations by applying shallow and partial NLP techniques in Information
Extraction style.  The students like that they can answer by sentence phrases
only in a relatively liberal style and that the word order is irrelevant (as the
logical forms are conjunctive terms). At the same time the prototype is not
over-permissive as (roughly) each unnecessary word leads to a wrong answer.

We admit however that the semantic analysis as such is a rather expensive
task. Defining the domain knowledge and testing the inference and the
diagnostics procedures take man-years (in our case this was done in a previous
project). Writing the lessons and the related questions in the corresponding
way takes time too, exactly as the checks of the logical forms of the lessons
and the questions. These efforts make sense only if they are multiplied and the
resources are reused in a larger context.



CONCLUSION

Although the task of automatic processing of free NL in CALL is very
hard and, similarly to NLU, cannot be solved completely, we believe
that the combination of shallow and deep NLP techni-ques is an attempt
to improve the up-to-date CALL solutions especially when the expected
learner utterances are relatively short and well-focused. At the same
time the communication in NL is more effective and more attractive for
the student, so we expect further projects and new attempts to approach
the semantic analysis in CALL.
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